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The Reinventing Fisk project focusses on the adaptive reuse and renovation of a former coal 
power plant into an Asian Carp processing center and mixed use campus.  In this way, it 
seeks to capitalize on two existing but underutilized resources – the Fisk infrastructure and 
Asian Carp – to create new prosperity and vitality in the Pilsen Industrial Corridor.

Conceptually, the project seeks to integrate production and consumption in a single space, 
increasing efficiency and demonstrating the communal benefits of local manufacturing.  In 
this way, it preserves the integrity of the Industrial Corridor and creates new working-class 
jobs while acting as a catalyst for economic mobility.  Architecturally, it celebrates the herit-
age of Fisk and the aspects of the buildings that inspire awe – large spaces, abundant natu-
ral light, and a high level of craft.  At the same time, it celebrates its own regeneration by ex-
pressing new programs with new forms and materials.  New bridges, massing, and facades 
are key to allowing visibility and exploration of different programs for all users of the campus.  
While the uses at Fisk primarily serve its own residents and the surrounding neighborhoods, 
it will also be a destination for shopping and recreation and a point of access to the quickly 
developing riverfront. 
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Systems Theory 
and Urban Form

Mending the Fabric of 
Industrial Corridors
Adaptive Re-Use of Infrastructure 
for Mixed-Use Manufacturing in 
the Metropolis



Re-Using Existing Structure & Cladding - Modifying existing facades to accomodate 
and expose new programs

Exposing Manufacturing Processes - Making manufacturing processes a visible & 
didactic part of every-day experiences

Connecting Interdependent Programs - 
Connecting programs and accomodating flows of people and materials so that 
spaces and resources can be used and shared efficiently

Commercializing - Extending pattern of commercial streets to corridor to draw people 
into and through the corridor


